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ABSTRACT

We luive found that the strong coupled interaction of Sine-Gordon model is re-
lated to its we;ik coupled interaction by the su(2) gauge transformation. We therefore
develop a semi classical approach to deal with the infrared divergence in the conventional
perturbation theory of the Hamiltonian of the quantum Sine-Gordon model.
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1. Introduction

The Sine-Gordon model is a typical integrable model. In recent years the study
for quantum Sine-Gordon (SG) model is concentrated on the subjects such as hidden
quantum group symmetry [1,2] in SG model and the applications of SG model in
many low-dimensional systems of condensed matter physics [2]. For the latter some
authors [10] recently developed a quantum mechanical approach to study the critical
properties of the quantum Sine-Gordon equation describing a massless scalar field
in 1 + 1 space-time dimensions. The key point in their paper is to find a Bogoliubov
transformation, which can be understood as a simple rescaling of the normal mode
of coordinates and momenta, to treat directly the infrared divergences present in the
conventional perturbation theory. These authors also announced that their results
obtained by this approach may be checked by another nonperturbative variational
method.

In this paper we proved that the Bogoliubov transformation suggested in paper
[3] is in fact a special kind of gauge transformations for general quantum SG model
in the limit of semi-classical condition. It gives us a hint that the hidden quantum
group symmetries in quantum SG model and some other integrable models may be
effectively used to study some real physical systems, such as the XYZ Heisenberg
spin chain [3], the backward scattering model of 1-dimensional electron gases [4],
2-dimensional Coulomb gas and 2-dimensional X-Y model [5-9] etc.

The present paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss the gauge
symmetry in classical Sine-Gordon equation. The consistency condition keeping S-
G equation invariance is obtained. In section III the available gauge transformation
for quantum Sine-Gordon fields are studied. We find that the Bogoliubov transfor-
mation in [3] can be deduced from our results which is closely related to the gauge
symmetry of quantum Sine-Gordon field. Conclusions and some remarks will be
give in section IV.

2. Gauge transformation of the model

The equation of the Sine-Gordon field is

at1 di1 (1)
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where ka, fci are constants given by

m
—amrw, K\ = —-ararii), (2)

and (i is the coupling constant.

One can write the SG equation as the compatibility condition of a linear system

(3)
f (dx + AX)JJJ =

\ {dt + At)i> =
= 0

0

The compatibility of this system of equations is ensured by the zero curvature con-
dition:

The field equation (1) can be written in the Hamiltonian form as

d6 , „ ,, dir , „ ,

with

(5)

(6)

If we choose xo ~ t, Xi = i , then the corresponding zero curvature condition can
be written as

1

- d^A,, + [AM, A,,] = 0.
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where
0 I) 0 l

_ j 0

The metric is ( + —) and <Ji,<T2 and *r3 are Pauli matrices.

Consider a local SU(2) gauge transformation

(8)

(9)

(10)

where
_ / a(x,t) b{x,t)

The Sine-Gordon equation is invariant under SU(2) gauge transformation i.e

A* = — it—BHV&~Z—a3 + Cu^k'sin oi + k^cos o^)-
4 Ox,, 2 2

Then from equation(10),(ll) and (12) we get
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The consistent conditions given by (14) (15)
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(15)

xdt ° a i ~ 8
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Putting the constraint (16) (17) into (13) we get

(JS)- (? * ) ( * ) • ( : ) •
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3, Quantum Sine-Gordon field

In the quantum SG model, ip,ir and H are operators, and the equation (5) is
replaced by

^ = i[HA], % = i[H,*). (24)

and [0(i),T(i')](=t ' = S(x — x'), where H is the quantum Hamiltonian of quantum
Sine-Gordon fields. From the quantum moving equation (24) we may reproduce
the quantum Sine-Gordon equation which has a similar form of equation (1). It
is obvious that the zero curvature condition in quantum case does not hold. We
however, still can assume that the auxiliary equation

(d, + AtW = 0 (25)

holds for quantum Sine-Gordon field. In terms of (24), we may rewrite (25) as

Gi> + Act, = 0, (26)

where both operators G and At take their values in SU(2). G can be expressed in a
matrix form and

/ m . . I \ / .i. \

(27)



The equation (25) is obvious SU(2) invariant. Under the transformation

1 + gd,g g € SU(2),

therefore

It is clear that

(28)

(29)

(30)

We hope to find a kind of SU(2) transformation which keeps the eigenvalue of
H invariant. This will be discussed in some detail later.

The constrain condition (16) (17) in section II stil! holds now due to equation(25).
Thus equation (18) also holds for quantum SG field, but the field $ here is a operator.
For quantum field theory, we can use plane wave expansion

(31)

and

(32)

(33)

(34)

Because (18) is also hold in the quantum case, substituting (31-34) into (18),we
obtain

i - E2 - (J« + fa)F)blk + i
(35)

From a simple calculation one gets

(36)

== 2(1 (37)
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2(-ag + a-2)(-&3 + f»
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F= — (39)

Because Wk bls should have the same commutation relation as that of 6* b\,
namely

(40)

(41)

(42)

(40), (41) and (42) gives the relation between E\ E2 and F as follows



and

(43)

(44)

The solution of (43),(44) are

case 1 : F = 0, = 1,

arid

(45)

case 2: £ * = 0 , (46)

Let us discuss the case 2 first. Given k = | £ | e'° then substituting (46) into
(35), (36) we get

± cosab_h •+• -{ (47)

(48)

The Equation tell us that in case 2 the gauge transformation is equivalent to the
Bogoliubov transformation, the transformation parameter depends in the phase of
the momentum k. Under this transformation, the Sine-Gordon field changes nothing
but the level of vacuum energy.

Next, let us consider the case 1. The nontrivial conditions for F = 0 are kt = 0
or k0 = 0. Here we consider the case hi = 0. In this case, the parameter 6 in
equation (2) becomes zero and kf, = m and EtE2 = 1 satisfied automatically, we
have

+ E7)bk -
 1-{E2 - El)btk + i ( (49)

b\» = i (£ , + E2)b\ - l-(E2 - E\)b_h + i (

In this case £ I , £ S , Q I and ô  change into

- a2)Sk0- (50)

, =1 a P - | 6 |»
-„•>.

(51)

and
)(fl*5,i* - b'd,a' + bdta - adtb)
-a? + a'* - 6' + W

_ 4i (ba' + ab')((a"dzb' - b'dxa' - bdza + adxb)
012 ~ 0 ' [ -a? + a** + i2 - 6*2

Becau

So we can define

At the moment

cosh-, = ^(Et + Bt), :-£l).

(52)

(53)
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(55)

= btcoshi - bl

- ( a j - ar2)£*o

(56)
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where

Given

then

, - a 2 + a*2 - & ' + &•%

iai, b = 60 + ifri,

(58)

(59)

(60)

In terms of creation and annihilation operators the hamiltonian (3) can be writ-
ten as

H = Y\k\blbk--

Under the gauge transformation the form of H is invariant. If we make a constraint

the IIs can be written as

l t + bkb.k)-sinh2i

- % fdx (63)

When the gauge transformation is global, (*i = 0 = a;, our result reduce to
the case given in reference [10]. Normal ordering of the interaction term will give
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the renormalization of the parameter fco> and we expand the exponential functions.
That is

Where

and

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

The diagnolization condition of Hg requires that 7's must satisfy the following equa-
tion

' 2
h\sinh2't-f—=0

i.e.

The above Hamiltonian (63) is simplified as

H = E I k I «p(27)6
+6, + E0-^jdx{(i$+)4/24 + (i>

(68)

(69)

• + •••}• ( 70 )

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have found that the gauge symmetry in quantum Sine-Gordon
model is related to some kinds of Bogoliubov transformations of SG field. Such
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transforrnations are unitary and therefore keep the eigenvalue of Hamiltonian of
the quantum SG model invariant. In terms of these transformations we develop a
semi-classical approach to deal with the strong correlation problems in some low-
dimensional physical systems. Especially we have proved that the infrared diver-
gence in the conventional perturbation theory of the Hamiltonian of quantum SG
fields can be overcome by proper Bogoliubov transformation.

The applications of this approach developed here in low-dimensional physical
system are just being prepared.
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